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“Some may still deny the overwhelming judgment of science, but none can
avoid the devastating impact of raging fires and crippling drought and more
powerful storms” - Barack Obama.

If there is one natural phenomenon that has had an absolute and transformative

impact on what we do and how we experience life, it is the crippling and devastating

drought that has gripped us in 2017. To add insult to injury, science has predicted

that our water reserves would become severely constrained from 2012 onwards

yet government was shown to have done very little, if anything, to mitigate that

looming disaster. And so it came to pass that the poor, the destitute, rural women

and youth were disproportionately impacted upon by the devastating impact of

the drought. As a consequence, access to water resources for drinking and agrarian

purposes became a focus area for SPP. This led to sharp engagements with

governmental actors to remove stumbling blocks in accessing this precious resource

amid the calamitous drought conditions. For the most part, our efforts bore fruit

and have also served to open doors that were previously closed or even slightly

ajar. As an example, the persistent drought has presented an opportunity for us to

promote agro-ecological farming not only with small-scale farmers but also with

state entities as an alternative agricultural policy.

“At the end of the day, we must go forward by hope and not backward by fear
and division” - Jesse Jackson.

Our quest to promote small scale farmers by enhancing their access to resources

links us inextricably to continuous engagement with state entities (see 2015 Annual

Report). This path on our journey is one of hope where we cannot allow fear and

division to present themselves as intractable obstacles. New political formations,

instead of sowing fear and division, are in fact presenting themselves as opportunities

to present interests that have previously been ignored or sidelined. Simply put,

coalition politics is about the politics of (emerging) interests. A critical resource for

small-scale farmers is access to land and, in our case, access to publicly-owned

commonage land. Our engagement with municipalities must transcend the politics

of fear and division and, instead, present a beacon of hope in that the interests that

we advance focus on sustainability, human dignity, food security, and social and

economic empowerment. These are universal principles of 21st century good and

accountable government. When we frame our commonage policy arguments along

these lines, the interests represented in municipal councils can but only align

themselves with our interests.

“Transformation is a process, and as life happens there are tons of ups and
downs. It's a journey of discovery - there are moments on mountaintops and
moments in deep valleys of despair” - Rick Warren.

Our transformation journey in 2017, as an organisation, was indeed a journey of

ups and downs. Whilst we embraced highs of new administrative leadership with

new approaches and ideas, we also encountered the deep valleys of disconnect and

apparent loss of camaraderie. This, however, was our journey and we remained

focused on our core purpose. The Board, through a deliberative and consultative

process steered the SPP ship out of turbulent waters and managed to confirm the

essence of the organisation - that is, a place where staff, management, board and

partners share a common transformative purpose cemented with democratic values

and mutual respect. Our collaborative partnerships, such as Tshintsha Amakhaya

(TA) and Agrarian Reform for Food Sovereignty Campaign (FSC), are as strong as

ever and the long cherished relationships with our funding partners have ensured

a viable and successful year. As always, it would be remiss of me not to thank our

staff, interns, Board members and partners for their continued and sustained

commitment to our journey thus far. Your steadfast support will ensure that SPP

grows from strength to strength, for the sake of our constituencies.

Johann Mettler, Chairperson

chairperson’s report
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“Everything in the universe has a rhythm, everything dances.”
- Dr. Maya Angelou

This quote held true when after 15 years as CEO of SPP, it was time to move on

to discover new passions and possibilities whilst creating an opening for the

organisation to embrace new leadership. Despite the transition being managed best

we could, the impact of the change was not fully imagined or anticipated.

“When shifts and transitions [in life] shake you to the core, see that as a sign
of greatness that’s about to occur” - Anonymous

This quote too held some relevance as SPP was somewhat shaken by the change.

In hindsight, the lessons learnt and the valuable experience remains an opportunity

to “fall upward”. At the time of writing this annual report (April 2018) the organisation

is preparing for, and entering, another transition process and is now eagerly awaiting

the arrival of the new CEO in September 2018.

For South Africa, and the context in which SPP operates, the year 2017 proved to

be a very turbulent year, with corruption within the state and private sector resulting

in South Africans voting “State Capture” as the phrase of the year. The political

turmoil impacted negatively on the South African economy with the country’s

currency plummeting after successive cabinet reshuffles and increasing concerns

over “state capture”. The downgrading of South Africa to “junk status” by rating

agencies did not help the cause, while the “Guptaleaks” revelations of large-scale

corruption at State-Owned Enterprises plunged the country into recession. (SPP

reports - 2017).

Land reform remained high on the South African political agenda, beginning with

the 2017 State of the Nation Address and ending with the adoption of the

“Expropriation without Compensation” (EWC) resolution at the 54th National

Conference of the ruling party, the African National Congress (ANC), in December

2017. The National Executive Committee (NEC) of the ANC was mandated to

begin processes to affect an amendment to Section 25 of the Constitution of the

Republic of South Africa. Amendments to the Constitution require that two-thirds

of members of the National Assembly to vote for the motion. Unquestionable, this

will be a key election issue as it provides an opportunity for civil society to give

input into the form and content of land reform policy going forward. .It is critical

to do so given the existing land reform programmes’ adverse impact on the poor,

such as the Strengthening of Relative Rights Programme aimed at farm workers

(commonly known as the 50-50 Programme), land redistribution mechanisms such

as the “One Household, One Hectare” Programme, and the Proactive Land Acquisition

Strategy (PLAS). Given this gloomy reality, municipal commonage is therefore

considered an important land redistribution mechanism. Small scale farmers’ forums

from Western Cape to Hantam Karoo displayed visible actions to counter decisions

by municipalities that potentially could result in them losing access to commonage

land. Furthermore, land occupations have been explored as alternatives to transform

unequal land ownership and access.

SPP has always maintained authentic, trusting relationships and solidarity with her

community partners. They too were impacted by the uncertainty and challenges

during the period of change and transition in the organisation. Fortunately, through

dialogue and reflection, all parties could collectively move beyond the differences

and challenges. Henri Nouwen reminds us that “community is the fruit of our capacity

to make the interests of others more important than our own.” This summarises the

nature and intent of SPP illustrating and exemplifying her vision. The activities,

actions, and processes noted in this report attempts to give expression to this intent.

ceo’s reflections
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Indicators of the challenging environment in which civil society finds itself is

evident given the unemployment rate of 27.7 %, with youth unemployment

(between ages 15 to 35) around 60%.

In addition, the recently released “Traditional and Khoisan Leaders Bill” (TKLB)

stands to further complicate already problematic land restitution processes as

it will effectively deny “traditional communities” a range of legal rights to public

participation, specifically regarding mineral rights, development, and infrastructure.

This effectively means that the extractive industry - currently monopolised by

multinationals - can negotiate for the use of land with traditional leaders/councils.

This may have considerable implications for food security and food sovereignty.

(SPP report -2017).

The prevailing drought in many areas of the country had a severe impact on

agricultural production, employment within the agricultural sector, and on food

prices. The drought also placed a spotlight on the inequalities and politics around

water. SPP engaged with this challenge in a practical way by supporting farmers’

advocacy efforts. Local self-organised forums that supported members who lost

their jobs due to the drought displayed true solidarity and sense of “community”.

As proponents for agroecology for food sovereignty, members of the Agrarian

Reform for Food Sovereignty Campaign (FSC) were forced to scale down on their

farming and seed saving practices as a result of the drought. They however used

the moment to engage around the politics of seeds and the value and resilience

of agroecology. Women and youth are furthering their activism and mobilisation

efforts for land and agroecology.

Their participation in the FSC also gained momentum, but still, much has to be

done to transform movements and formations such as the FSC to be more

inclusive regarding race, gender, class, sexual orientation, and differently abled.

Exchanges with peers and partners has facilitated learning and solidarity. The

violation of rights and ongoing evictions of farm workers and dwellers, as well

as the pending court case around the murder of a farm worker, allegedly by a

farm owner, has stirred solidarity actions, activism, and mobilisation.         .

Spaces to engage government and state departments were optimally utilised by

local forums, the FSC and SPP. Participation in government processes with the

hope of influencing policy and direct action and resistance to dismantle

inappropriate policies remain a creative tension. SPP’s organisational reflection

spaces were used for robust debate in this context of complexity, uncertainty,

and unpredictability.

Given this context it is critical to be aligned with partners and networks that

share a common vision and reality. Tshintsha Amakhaya (TA) has played a crucial

role as it strengthens the relations between formations, movements and

organisations advocating for land and water rights, as well as food sovereignty.

Continued alliance building and linkages of struggles, whilst building organisations

and movements from below for mobilisation, remains a priority.                     .

Thank you to the Board for their leadership during these uncertain times. The

experience has certainly facilitated growth and greater self-awareness of each

staff member. Looking ahead, the announcement of the new CEO was the easy

part. No matter how well-prepared one can be, change will always require new

ways of working and being.

“Without reflection, we go blindly on our way, creating more unintended
consequences, and failing to achieve anything useful.” - Margaret J. Wheatley

The organisation reflected and learnings were drawn. SPP is resilient and committed

to embrace a new chapter with courage and passion.
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The tenure reform process under the Transformation of Certain Rural Areas Act

(TRANCRAA) in six Namaqua rural areas has stalled. A meeting between the

Namaqua District Municipality and the Deputy Minister of Rural Development and

Land Reform in September 2017 resolved that the DRDLR is in the process of

establishing CPAs in all the communities, with the exception of Leliefontein. All

these communities are riddled with infighting and institutional problems. The

Minister of DRDLR has recommended that a new referendum be conducted in the

Leliefontein Rural Area.

The Nama-Khoi Municipality has made it clear that the council will not deal with

structures / committees who are not registered legal entities. Furthermore, after

several meetings conducted with the DRDLR, communities, municipalities and other

stakeholders it became clear that the DRDLR has no plan or budget to finalise or

implement the tenure upgrade process. The current budget will only be apportioned

to information sessions with communities.

The National TRANCRAA Task Team was disbanded. Instead a Nama-Khoi Task

Team, consisting of representatives of the local councils, DAFF, Nama-Khoi

Municipality, COGTA and commonage committee chairpersons, will be appointed.

The DRDLR will liaise with the task team in all matters within the region that

requires the ministerial approval. The Nama-Khoi Local Municipality will retain the

right to resolve every decision taken by the task team.

Other key challenges include the Traditional and Khoi-San Leaders Bill, restitution

land claims, cooperation of municipalities and the Spatial Planning and Land Use

Management Act (SPLUMA). In light of these complexities SPP intends holding a

meeting with all the TRANCRAA communities in the Namaqua District where a

common vision for engaging the state can be developed. This will include their

respective demands and a plan of action.

Commonage Campaign

Municipal commonage is seen as an important redistribution mechanism. However,

this means for acquiring access to land for agriculture-based livelihoods for small

scale farmers is slowly dissipating as municipalities lease available land to commercial

farmers in order to supplement their income. Small scale farmers who have access

to commonage are constantly facing eviction with the termination of their lease

agreements, and no prospect of renewal.

Municipalities are increasingly preventing small scale farmers of retaining and

acquiring access to commonage land resulting in an increased level of tenure

insecurity. However, the small scale farmers have been resilient and are collectively

defending their tenure rights. The increased collaboration amongst partners in the

Western Cape Cluster of Tshintsha Amakhaya through its “Commonage Campaign”

has given greater impetus to the struggle of small scale farmers. It was determined

that there needs to be a joint position in order to inform the strategy going forward.

Although there is currently no common position, there are enough commonalities

to begin building a strategy for a campaign. The discussions are on-going. In the

meanwhile, formations will continue to fight against evictions, lobby for more

municipal land to be made available to emerging famers, lobby for access to other

resources, e.g. water, and continue the engagements with various stakeholders on

the status of a national commonage policy.

agrarian transformation
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A multi-pronged strategy towards agrarian transformation
by Swartland farmers

Farmer associations constituting the Swartland Emerging Farmer Forum include

Riverlands, Malmesbury, Riebeeck West, Darling and Moorreesburg. This institution

acts as a mouthpiece to address challenges and to engage with relevant departments

and stakeholders.

The farming landscape within the Swartland area continues to be controlled by

white commercial farmers, making it difficult for poor black emerging farmers to

access land. Commercial agriculture is presented as the second highest contributor

to employment dismissing the contribution small-scale farming could make to the

local economy.

The Darling Emerging Farmers’ Association, consisting of 40 farmers, is facing

eviction as their contract with the Swartland Municipality ends in 2018.

Malmesbury farmers are on commonage land but are now facing eviction by May

2018. Four portions of agricultural land were identified by the municipality as

alternative land. The Department of Agriculture and Fisheries has to conduct a

feasibility study to ascertain what type of agriculture is best suited to each portion

and then hold a workshop with farmers to identify which land will best suit the

farmers’ objectives. The Malmesbury farmers are engaged in mixed farming (livestock

and crop production) with the aim to sell locally and have no intention of becoming

commercial farmers.

There is uncertainty over which mechanism will be used as the PLAS (Pro-active

Land Acquisition Strategy) mechanism only accommodates one to two farmers,

while the association comprises 63 members.

The Swartland Task Team also looked at ways to increase and strengthen the Forum

by reaching out to more farmers associations and successfully added more farmer

groups in Abbotsdale and Riebeeck-Kasteel. The Swartland Task Team (a sub-

committee of the Forum made up of representatives of each emerging farmer

association in the Swartland area) developed a plan of action with regard to ensuring

access to land in the municipality. In 2013 the Swartland Municipal Council decided

that no land would be made available to emerging farmers as a redress mechanism,

but would instead be put on an open tendering system. This decision favoured

commercial farmers who control capital in this area. The Integrated Development

Plan (IDP) of the Swartland Municipality, approved by the council in May 2017,

largely ignored the integration of emerging farmers in its spatial development

framework and its socio-economic plan. Local emerging farmers expressed grave

concerns over this and on their request SPP assisted with the drafting of

recommendations to the Swartland Municipality on these two matters.         .

Since then several submissions and efforts by the Forum were ignored such as a

submission on support to small-scale farmers given the lack of economic opportunities

and the impact on their livelihoods. A request to only meet the mayoral committee

was rejected since farmers felt that it was important to engage the full council, and

not just a portion of the executive, as they made the decision in 2013. Having been

denied access, farmers then held a picket to highlight their issues. Members of the

FSC and Tshintsha Amakhaya (TA) partners joined the picket. Efforts to get media

attention proved successful as two articles on the picket and the plight of small

scale farmers were published in two local newspapers, viz. Die Son and the Swartland

Gazette. The need to increase the involvement of women in the forum is critical

as they increase efforts towards a “know your rights campaign”.                .

The Swartland Forum’s Task Team is currently engaging with the Legal Resources

Centre (LRC) and the School of Government (SOG), University of the Western Cape

(UWC) to assist them with regard to legal matters in relation to the 2013 resolution

of the Swartland Municipal Council.



One hectare, One household

17 projects within the Namaqua District were identified for support through the

one hectare, one household programme of the DRDLR. Some of the projects are

agroecology initiatives that SPP is working with such as the Spoegrivier Youth Group

(livestock and fodder), Klipfontein (livestock), and Calvinia (people with disabilities

- poultry). The current model of the programme does not support agroecology or

sustainable farming practices. SPP intervened in this process to promote agroecology

as an alternative to the chemical industrial model of agriculture promoted by the

DAFF.

Lobbying for information dissemination on
government development programmes

The FSC and SPP lobbied the District Land Reform Committee (DLRC) and Agri-Parks

to conduct roadshows to inform emerging farmers of the different government

programmes offered by the DRDLR. The additional goal was to roll out the programmes

to grassroots level. In November 2017 the officials conducted an information session

as part of an outreach programme in Williston, Fraserburg and Sutherland in the

Karoo Hoogland municipal area. The focus of the roadshows was to explain the

concept of Agri-parks, integrated markets and stimulating entrepreneurship through

the Rural Enterprise Infrastructure Development plan. Communities, with the support

of SPP, used various media (including local radio stations, word of mouth, local

newspapers, and social media) to mobilise people to participate and engage given

their local challenges.

This programme could potentially provide infrastructure and other support to local

farmers and initiatives. The Pella Food Garden Project used this opportunity to

submit an application for support in setting up a cooling facility and electrical fencing.

The project has been earmarked for support in the 2018 financial year. It is also the

intention to lobby the state to assist with an olive project in the same community.
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Engaging government

An ongoing unresolved matter is SPP’s interaction with the state,

especially in relation to policy development and monitoring

implementation of state-run or initiated programmes. It has potential

implications for our work given the Expropriation Without Compensation

debate. On the one hand, participation in government structures that

make decisions on land access has not necessarily yielded the desired

results; on the other, if SPP is absent from processes and structures

where decisions are made it might limit our ability to influence change.

While there is presently no consensus on this matter, it is a fact that

the South African political context is changing and SPP needs to

determine which strategies and tactics would be most appropriate and

effective in the current environment.

A staff member of SPP and a member of the FSC are currently serving

on the District Land Reform Committee (DLRC) of the DRDLR. They

are also serving on the selection sub-committee to select farmers that

have applied to access farms through the PLAS mechanism. One of the

success stories has been the acquisition of a farm by one of the woman

small scale farmers, Katrina Swartz, in Matjieskloof.

Farmers from Koekenaap ready to access land

Emerging farmers from Koekenaap want to form an association so that

they can be recognised by the Department of Agriculture. Unfortunately,

there is no commonage land available in Koekenaap and they are using

backyards for agricultural production. Most of them have sheep, goats

and pigs. Their desire is access to alternative land, which they have

identified, but are unsure who the owner is. They are now in the process

of organising themselves.
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Drought puts spotlight on the
inequalities and politics around water

Over the last three (3) years South Africa has been in the grip of a crippling drought,

with the Western Cape and the Northern Cape severely affected. In places like

Calvinia in the Northern Cape some of the dams ran dry. Many small scale farmers

have given up on most of their farming activities as municipal water was increasingly

rationed due to household consumption and large-scale commercial agriculture

being prioritised. The provision of water to small-scale farmers needs to be high

on the agenda for any meaningful agrarian transformation to occur.              .

The drought also affected household water supply to residents in a number of

communities. For example, the Karee Dam in Calvinia ran dry, leaving residents

without fresh drinking water. The Hantam Municipality made use of seven boreholes

to provide water to residents for household consumption. Towns like Nieuwoudtville,

Loeriesfontein and Brandvlei were also assisted with water supplies. Within the

Nama Khoi Municipal region residents also faced water cuts. The municipality

provided residents with water for household purposes from trucks who delivered

water to different towns within its jurisdiction. This impacted negatively on home

and school gardens projects with most people engaged in these activities ceasing

to do so.

In December 2017, the Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS) published a

government gazette outlining the establishment of a single Catchment Management

Agency (CMA) to manage all water resources in South Africa. The CMA would, in

turn, delegate water resource management to the regional or catchment level and

involve local communities within the framework of the national water resource

strategy. This is an opportunity for communities and civil society to input on the

sourcing, use, conservation, management and control of water.                 .

Agroecology is the answer to adapting to
and mitigating climate change

Through our work with farmers, the Agroecology Working Group and the FSC we

have over the last years witnessed the multiple benefits of agroecology, despite

the ongoing challenge for land access. Livelihoods and diets have improved through

diversifying food production to include medicinal plants. Soil fertility and soil health

has improved and local cultures, food and traditional knowledge systems have been

re-valued.

Promoting agroecology for food sovereignty

The persistent drought has provided us an opportunity to promote agroecology

and related farming practices, not only the amongst small scale farmers we work

with, but as an alternative agricultural policy with relevant state entities. There

have been no increases in the numbers of beekeepers, seed savers and stock banks

due to the severe drought that is plaguing the provinces SPP works in. However,

existing stock banks continue to operate, with farmers circulating the animals

amongst themselves.

Seed saving and seed laws

Seed saving was severely affected due to many crop producers downscaling, and

in some cases stopping, production - especially at a household level due to water

rationing.

The proposed “Seed Laws” in South Africa and its impact on food sovereignty were

discussed at an Agroecology Working Group training session.                    .         .

agroecology for food sovereignty



Water harvesting

Small scale producers were those most affected by the persisting drought as they

do not have dams and other large water harvesting and storage facilities, unlike

large commercial farmers. There have, however, been some attempts at natural (rain

and ground) water harvesting and conservation. Due to the lack of rain and the

increased municipal restrictions on the use of boreholes, this has been marginally

successful. Documenting indigenous and local methods of water harvesting and

storage in conjunction with communities will be an important action research project.

Traditional knowledge

The promotion of “traditional” and local knowledge as a key component of our agro-

ecology strategy has seen an increase in the use of local (”veld”) plants amongst

livestock farmers which reduces their reliance on commercial products for the

treatment of their animals. Mapping of traditional practices with respect to seed

and medicinal plants is being done by communities on an informal basis, with

knowledge shared amongst the various groups at spaces such as the Agroecology

Working Group meetings.

Gender, seed sovereignty and agricultural biodiversity

SPP participated in a workshop on gender, seed sovereignty and agricultural biodiversity

hosted by the African Centre for Biodiversity (ACB). The purpose of the workshop

was to open up discussion about gender relations in building a strong and critical

seed and food sovereignty movement in our country and on the continent. Inequality

and marginalisation are core concerns in the work of our organisations, whether

looking at the impacts of Green Revolution type interventions or promoting

alternatives for maintenance of agricultural biodiversity and seed sovereignty.

Women and men have different roles and different access to opportunities and

resources. It is important to bring these issues out more explicitly, and to consider

the implications for our ongoing work together. SPP will consider the gendered

dimensions of seed sovereignty when discussing its seed sovereignty strategy in

2018. A Swedish intern undertook research amongst farmers in Ebenhaeser who are

producing seed for Syngenta. Her report will form the basis of on-going PAR.

Self-organised exchanges and bartering                                         -
an indicator of agroecology in action

Exchange between farmers, farm workers and household producers are often also

facilitated by the formations themselves.

• A farmer from Lutzville shared his lucern bales with another emerging farmer from
Ebenhaeser in order to ensure sufficient feed for his sheep.

• The small scale farmers from Doring Bay received potato seeds from a household
producer from Ebenhaeser.

• An emerging farmer from Klawer supported the Khoisan Youth Group (KYG) with
two pigs to start their project. Although the main focus of the KYG is not pig farming,
but chicken production, this practice helps in giving impetus to emerging farmers
who have very little or no resources.

• An expression of solidarity was seen with the exchange of seeds, herbs and other
indigenous medicinal plants at a training session of the Agroecology Working Group
in Carolusberg where the proposed “Seed Laws” in South Africa and its impact on
food sovereignty were discussed.

The power of peer learning and exchanges has been evident with the involvement

of people as a key feature. Exchanges between rural and urban farmers not only

provide spaces for the exchange of knowledge with respect to agricultural production,

but also built solidarity and increases cohesion, both of which are critical for social

mobilisation and movement building.            .
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Young people mobilising for agrarian change

Elands Bay youth contributing through solidarity farming

The 3D Youth group in Elands Bay gained access to land for a vegetable production

project at the local primary school and agreed that half the produce will be given

towards the school feeding scheme. The group is now focused on getting the

students involved in the project to promote the idea of producing one's own food.

The group is also trying to gain access to land from the municipality so that they

can benefit from water provision by the Department of Water and Sanitation

(DWS).

Ebenhaeser Youth Commune gaining momentum

Since 2015 ten young people (8 young women) residing in Ebenhaeser have tried

to gain access to farmland from the Ebenhaeser Communal Property Association

(CPA), a registered legal entity owning the land. For almost two years there had

been no response, but this did not keep them from losing focus. They continued

participating in activities and training conducted by SPP. They also continued to

engage with the DWS for support in accessing water and water infrastructure for

the time they do gain access to land. The youth approached the Cape Agency for

Sustainable Integrated Development in Rural Areas (CASIDRA) unit for support in

the registration of a co-operative as this would assist them in gaining financial

support from government institutions. An information session on the registration

process was conducted by CASIDRA, and site visits were conducted by the DWS,

CASIDRA and Small Enterprise Development Agency (SEDA) to the area where the

youth group wants to farm.

The Ebenhaeser Trust eventually identified two portions of land for the youth

project, one of which is in Lutzville-West, about 10km from Ebenhaeser. After

consultation, the youth declined this offer and requested for 10ha of land on the

Ebenhaeser Experimental Farm which was the land they had originally identified

for their project. At the end of November 2017 the Ebenhaeser Trust and CPA

approved 5ha of land on the experimental farm for leasehold. The youth group has

decided that they will plant 1ha lucern, 1ha beans, 1ha vineyard and 2ha of mixed

crops as a start.

A Rastafarian youth group in Ebenhaeser, consisting of five (5) male members, have

organized themselves into a cooperative under the name Khoisan People Farming

Agricultural Primary Co-op and have drawn up their own business plan. They want

to start a free range chicken production project. They identified a 1.8ha portion of

land that had infrastructure on it, however encountered issues with water and

funding for the purchasing of chickens. Unfortunately the landowner has withdrawn

the offer to lease to them in favour of a commercial farmer.

Subsequently they approached SPP and the Ebenhaeser Youth Commune Project

members to request access to a portion of land granted to the youth project. They

are also willing to work together and be part of the Youth Commune Project. This

request will be discussed by the YCP in early January 2018 to explore possible

collaboration. If this is successful, it could lead to more youth involvement in the

Youth Commune Project, and a better working relationship amongst youth in

Ebenhaeser.

The EYC is currently engaged in drafting a contractual agreement between themselves

and the Ebenhaeser Trust. SPP will also assist them with drafting a business plan

and conduct institutional training early 2018.
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Solidarity and alliance building

It is vital that SPP continues to promote the independence of formations it works

with. This not only frees the organisation up to expand its work to new areas, but

builds solidarity and self-reliance, which are key elements of food sovereignty.

Facilitating linkages and solidarity networks therefore becomes an important element

of SPP’s work with movements and local formations.

International and regional exchanges

Members of the US Food Sovereignty Alliance (USFSA) engaged in a Learning

Exchange visit to South Africa in October 2017. They formed part of the celebrations

of International Rural Woman’s Day in Citrusdal together with the FSC and other

movements. The delegation visited Nuweplaas, one of the outposts in Wupperthal

where they were informed of the history of Wupperthal and introduced to “church

land" issues. They also learnt about the problems of resources, particularly support

from the state to small scale farmers, which is in part due to the isolated nature of

Wupperthal. The delegation also visited the Ithemba farmers in Eerste Rivier, Cape

Town, where they learnt about the challenges confronting emerging small scale

farmers in urban areas, particularly the lack of access to land and security of tenure.

These kinds of exchanges are important platforms to build international solidarity

around agrarian struggles and food sovereignty.

Two FSC members, Sizwe Nyuka and Nicolette Cupido (secretary of the FSC at the

time) participated in the Africa regional conference and the Youth and Women’s

Assemblies of the 7th LVC Conference in Basque Country in Spain in July 2017.

Edith Newman (staff member) and Abonga Tom (FSC member) participated in an

agroecology exchange in Chiapas, Mexico. Eleven countries met in Chiapas to share

knowledge and strategies of agroecology and protection of land territories of the

indigenous peoples in the different countries. Movements had to share their strategies

of engaging with government policies around land and agricultural practices.

 “It was a great experience for me as it gave me a platform
to engage and share the history of land in South Africa
and where we stand as a movement.” - Abonga

Wade Parker (staff member) participated in a sharing platform that took place from

the 19th - 21st July in Kenya focusing on Water Efficient Maize for Africa (WEMA)

which is planned to be rolled out in five (5) African countries - Kenya, Mozambique,

Tanzania, Uganda and South Africa. It claims that this is an initiative to obtain reliable

harvests by developing drought-tolerant and pest resistant maize in Africa through

conventional breeding as well as genetic engineering. Organisations and farmer

groups from these five countries, came together to share ideas to create a holistic

strategy against WEMA. Activities will include mobilising, developing of local materials

such as videos which can effectively contribute to creating awareness within

communities.

José Pick and Harry May (staff members) attended the Regional multi-stakeholder

conference on land tenure and contract farming in Harare facilitated by the Sam

Moyo African Institute for Land and Agrarian Studies (SMAIAS) and the Zimbabwe

Land and Agrarian Network (ZiLAN).
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Learning spaces and exchanges

• A youth peer-learning exchange involving 20 youth from
Vosburg and Matzikama to Wupperthal was facilitated to
experience how young people try to make a living in their
communities. Most of the youth do not want to leave their
communities, much rather want to find ways of using their
indigenous knowledge on farming practices, beekeeping and
seed saving to sustain their local livelihoods.               .

•  A farmer, Louis Jansen, from Doring Bay and Colleen Arnolds
(staff member) attended the 4th National Producers’
Platform of the Support Centre for Land Change (SCLC) in
George. This was an opportunity for producers to network
with one another, learn from one other and to strategise on
land, women and small scale production. A site visit to a farm
where a family has practiced permaculture for many years
was conducted. This is a good way of farmers to share, sell
and market their products.

• Three interns (Shanel Johannes, Chuma Mcgozi, and Sizwe
Nyuka) and two community representatives (Natsa
Engelbrecht and Nikolaas Koopman) presented at the
Tshintsha Amakhaya Indaba in Durban in July 2017. The
Indaba focused on the contemporary status of land reform
in SA and centering women farm workers’ realities and rights.
The need to apply a gender lens in addressing inequalities
was emphasised.

• Petrus Brink (staff member) and Natsa Engelbrecht
(community / youth representative) participated in the
Tshintsha Amakhaya Political School in November 2017
where the need for a gendered approach to land reform and
agrarian transformation was again stressed.
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Resistance - a characteristic of the Agrarian
Reform for Food Sovereignty Campaign (FSC)

Resistance takes the form of localized and often hidden actions which might seem

unimportant when reviewed separately but added up, offer an effective and

considerable force of transformation. SPP continues to provide financial and political

support to the FSC in order to realise these actions. The communities and formations

are far apart and bringing them together is an important part of SPP’s support.

Some of these include the following actions:

• The Vosburg Forum lobbied the Kareeberg Municipality for appropriate commonage

policy and rules;

• The Hantam EFA engaged the Hantam Municipality around appropriate post

settlement and extension support;

• SPP assisted farmers to formulate a letter to the Pixley Ka Sema District Land

Reform Committee to request representation of those farmers on the committee.

Although they have not received a response as yet, farmers have decided to elect

farmers to represent them to ensure that farmers are registered on the database of

the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform (DRDLR). The main

objectives of the small scale farmers and movement members on these government

structures is to ensure that small scale farmers get access to land; that one in three

projects go to farm workers and that the commonage programme should be used

as a redistributive mechanism.

• The Swartland Task Team has been fighting to get access to commonage land for

a number of years. On 26 October 2017 the farmers, with the support of the FSC

and TA partners, held a demonstration at the municipal buildings to express their

disapproval of the municipality’s 2017 Integrated Development Plan (IDP) which

disregarded the plight of the small scale farmers for access to commonage land.

• Farmers in urban areas, farming on state land strategised as a collective to address

their tenure security and how to engage with the respective government departments

to ensure agrarian transformation in urban areas. The small scale farmers have

constituted a Working Group to take these issues forward.

Their last collective action for 2017 coincided with International Rural Women’s

Day, International Day for Action for Food Sovereignty and International Day for

the Eradication of Poverty in October 2017. It was also during this session that a

new secretariat was elected (convenor is Leshwin Koopman from Wupperthal;

secretary is Jacqueline Cox from Darling and Sizwe Nyuka as youth representative).

The secretariat has a six-monthly term and could be re-appointed. Popular education

sessions were conducted on the oppression and exploitation of women and the

impact of capitalism in rural areas; Food sovereignty - people’s perspectives and

the role of social movements on land, gender and food struggles in urban and rural

contexts. Two of the popular education sessions were facilitated by young people.

An information pamphlet on International Day for Action for Food Sovereignty was

produced and distributed to approximately 500 people in the Citrusdal area as part

of the mobilisation actions.

movement building and social mobilisation
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Providing support to the Goodhouse community who face relocation

The community in Goodhouse in the Northern Cape is struggling with a range of

development issues, including a lack of job opportunities and service delivery. The

possibility of a relocation of the entire community due to the proposed construction

of the Vioolsdrift Dam on the Orange River is one of the biggest threats to residents.

The proposed dam on the Orange River in the Northern Cape near Vioolsdrift in the

Nama-Khoi municipality could mean the end of water shortages for large parts of

Namaqualand on the one hand, but on the other, it could see the displacement of

a whole community (Goodhouse lies directly within the flood plain).                 .

The community is well represented in the FSC and mobilised around this issue. They

established the Goodhouse Development Committee to take the matter of relocation

forward. With the support of SPP, they plan to submit a Memorandum of Concerns

and Demands to different stakeholders and government departments (including the

Department of Water and Sanitation; the Namaqua District Municipality and the

local municipality) to address some of the key issues they are struggling with. The

community is also planning a broader stakeholder engagement workshop in Goodhouse

to clarify some of the issues. SPP will continue to support the various processes in

2018.

Land occupations

Land occupations continue in different areas that SPP works in. Communities consider

this a legitimate form of redress and redistribution, especially in the light of the slow

process of land reform. SPP continues to support those communities and groups

who claim their rights to land through “occupation”.              .

“Proefplaas”

SPP, the Cederberg Municipality and the DRDLR held a meeting on the 10 October

2017 in relation to the Experimental Farm “Proefplaas” in Citrusdal. It was agreed

that the land should be transferred to black people as a land reform project. The

farm would be bought for the beneficiaries by the DRDLR. SPP was requested to

draft a profile of all occupants so that this could be submitted to the Agricultural

Research Council (ARC) who is the current owners of the land. It was also agreed

that the ARC should be invited to a meeting with all stakeholders and role-players.

The ARC, however, refused to enter into negotiations. The group currently continues

its occupation whilst continuing its engagement with the Cederberg Municipality

and the DRDLR on the issue of transfer of ownership.

The lack of ownership, and thus permanent occupation, has given rise to a number

of challenges:

•  Farmers are living from 15km-20km from the “Proefplaas” making it difficult for

them to travel to and from the farm and also raises issues of safety.

•  Women are excluded from the process for various reasons. This will be a key aspect

of future negotiations.

•  The fact that farmers are not living on the farm increases the possibility of theft.

Produce is consistently being stolen or damaged.

Despite the challenges, farmers working the land have been very successful with

their summer harvest. They are currently farming with cash crops like watermelons,

pumpkin, squash, tomatoes, sweet corn, melons, butternuts, cucumber, carrots,

onions and potatoes.

Ithemba Farmers Association (IFA)

The IFA is occupying state land in Eersteriver in the City of Cape Town, Western

Cape Province. During the review period the IFA and SPP succeeded in stalling the

proposed eviction process by the Department of Human Settlements (DHS). SPP

successfully engaged the DRDLR to protect the tenure rights of the occupiers on the

Ithemba land.
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The DRDLR appointed a legal service provider to deal with the imminent eviction

and conducted a land rights enquiry and focus group discussions with the occupiers.

The involvement of the DRDLR has effectively stalled the eviction process, provided

legal support to the Ithemba occupiers and facilitated an engagement between

provincial government departments and a national government department

regarding access to agricultural land and the protection of the land rights of

occupiers. In December 2017 SPP engaged with the legal service provider to enquire

about their availability over the festive season in case the DHS should institute

legal action against the occupiers. They indicated that they would be available in

case this should happen. No action had been taken by DHS since.                .

Abyssinian Herbal Estate Primary Cooperative

The Abyssinian Herbal Estate Primary Cooperative is currently leasing land from

the South African Heritage Resources Agency (SAHRA) in Paarl, Western Cape.

Although there is a dam on the property the cooperativeís portion is approximately

2 kilometres from the dam. Since 2013 they have engaged SAHRA to relocate

them to a portion of the property that was close to the dam so that they could

use the water from the dam, but the request was not considered. All their petitions

over all these years to SAHRA were without any success because of the legalistic

way they approached this matter. The lease agreement expired at the end of 2017.

During the review period a number of letters were written to the SAHRA Council

requesting an extension of the lease period and to move the members of the

cooperative to a feasible site on the property. This was totally ignored by SAHRA.

In addition, the Minister of Arts and Culture was petitioned to intervene. In

December 2017 the cooperative was informed by SAHRA to vacate the land

because their lease agreement had expired. However, the members of the cooperative

decided to keep on occupying the land. They have not yet received the formal

eviction notice from SAHRA. As a response to the threat of eviction the cooperative

again engaged with the Ministry on this matter. By the end of 2017 the members

of the cooperative were still on the land.

Support to Self-Organisation Initiatives in the Cedarberg Municipality

On the 13th September 2017, 13 community representatives (9 women) from

Kleinvlei, Suurrug, Witwater, Langbome, Nuweplaas and Wupperthal came together

in Wupperthal to discuss the issue of church land and tenure reform. This process

of engagement with both the church and state began in 2009. However, the

impetus had been lost along the way as community-based structures became

weak. It was decided to restructure and rebuild the Wupperthal Concerned Moravians

group who previously had provided leadership to the broader group. Once

restructuring and rebuilding has taken place, the group will develop a plan to lobby

state departments and the church structures to address their challenges of insecure

tenure, lack of development and lack of transparency.

A Wupperthal Youth Structure was established in order to mobilise youth to address

the exclusion of young people and to raise awareness around church land and

tenure. The structure currently consists of 12 youth from 8 different village stations.

They are currently engaging the Moravian Church authorities to access a piece of

farmland for a separate youth project. They also plan to establish a vegetable and

herb garden at the local créche and school with the intention of selling their

produce and products at a local market on “All Pay” days (when people receive

their monthly social assistance grant payments). They are currently mobilising

support of different stakeholders for this income generation project. The youth

group plans to “formalise” this structure with the election of a convenor or

chairperson who will be the spokesperson for the group.
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The role of youth and women in advancing the
struggle for agrarian transformation

The role of youth in the struggle for agrarian transformation has been a concern

for the FSC, farm worker and dweller forums for a long time. Efforts to incorporate

youth mobilisation have been challenging but gains have been made. A youth

representative on the FSC secretariat suggests a positive move in advancing

the youth agenda and mobilisation in the FSC.             .

Young people of the Ekasi Project Green initiative in Khayelitsha have membership

to FSC amongst other networks they belong to. They are active doing political

education in their communities aimed at young people and popularising the

land reform debate and role of the FSC. Working with these youth has enabled

us to re-introduce effective mobilisation tools such as art and film screenings.

The South African landscape is changing with more than 60% of the population

living in urban areas, with most of them young people who are un-and under-

employed. Young women bear the brunt of this reality. Further, due to gender

discrimination and the expectation of women’s unpaid care work, young women

do not participate in activities at the same level as young men. It is important

that in the coming years we will have to rethink our approach to addressing

issues of food sovereignty by engaging more with the growing urban farming

movements and formations such as “Reclaim the City” and the “Water Crisis

Committee”, as well as actively adopt a gender equity approach within all

structures that goes beyond mere presence/ attendance of women.          .

While there is an increase in women’s and LGBTIQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual,

transgender, intersex, queer) persons’ participation within SPP-supported

processes, this does not necessarily equate to their specific challenges and needs

being taken into consideration within the different formations we work with.

The same can be said about PLWD (persons living with disabilities). Further, we

have not fully incorporated the reality of gendered roles within our approach

(e.g. women’s unpaid care work, violence against women and LGBTIQ persons,

the impact of chronic illnesses such as HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis on participation).

Supporting farmworker and farm dweller
mobilisation and activism

Woman-led farm workers’ forum mobilising for justice

The violation of rights of farm workers is an ongoing issue being addressed by

formations such as the Matzikama Farm workers’ Forum (MFF). The targeted

areas have been Koekenaap, Trawal and Lutzville area. The latter area has

received significant media attention with the alleged murder of a farm worker

by the farm owner.

Since then the FSC, in solidarity with the MFF staged a picket demonstration

against the bail application by the farmer, raising awareness and mobilising

farm workers in the area. A Memorandum of Concerns and Demands was also

submitted to the prosecutor and the cluster commander of the South African

Police Services (SAPS) because there have been numerous postponements of

the trial since 2016. The case had now been set down for hearing during May

2018 in the High Court in Vredendal. The accused is still in prison.                 .

Several other cases of farm workers’ rights violations are tracked to give guidance

to families on how to lay charges with the SAPS in instances where their rights

are violated. Ongoing training, support and education on rights and the legal

system is required. Leaders from the Citrusdal Advice Office & Citrusdal Farm

worker, dweller and migrant Forum provide mentoring which has greatly

enhanced their capacity. Pamphlets on the Basic Conditions of Employment

Act (BCEA) were distributed to mobilise more farm workers to join the MFF

and the FSC. Farm workers are since interacting with the MFF to support them

in engagements with farm owners.
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The MFF has been working to ensure that farm workers who lost their work due to

the drought receive food parcels; local clinics are lobbied to ensure that farm dwellers

receive tuberculosis medication; farm workers who lost their jobs due to the drought

were assisted with UIF applications and ensured that farm owners paid them severance

pay. In recognition of her dedication the MFF Chairperson was invited by the Social

Change Agency Trust (SCAT) and the International Labour Research and Information

Group (ILRIG) to take part in their programmes around activism, access to land for

farm workers, and leadership training of women.

In solidarity with farm workers

The Constitution of the Forestry Community Forum makes provision to support a

farm worker structure. Farm workers and forestry dwellers are seen as having similar

challenges as most live on private land and evictions are a shared reality. Nearby

farm workers requested support as they face several issues such as low wages,

evictions and rights. Discussions were held with a few farm workers at an informal

location where pamphlets on farm worker rights were handed out. Although a number

of discussions were held with them, our work is being restricted by farm owners as

they do not want to make venues available and because farm workers fear the owners.

Often when there is a change in farm ownership there is a surge of evictions and

unfair dismissals. Unemployed farm dwellers are then levied with additional unaffordable

payments for electricity and water usage. In one such case SPP and two farm worker

representatives had discussions with the farm management and after investigation

with the electricity supplier it transpired that the monthly bill was for the whole

farm. The electricity to the farm workersí houses was reconnected and they are

currently not paying towards electricity. Cases such as this are a common daily

struggle that farm worker forums in solidarity with the FSC and the support of SPP

take up. These activism building and action of resistance happens whilst a land reform

programme known as the Strengthening of Relative Rights Programme, (also known

as the 50-50 programme) is presented as a “successful” programme for farm workers,

by the state. It requires that farm workers join together into a legal entity with the

farm owner to establish a new company where the workers and the owner become

joint owners. The state subsidises the farm workers’ share of the equity in the business,

but not in the land. This has often been used by struggling commercial farmers to

recapitalise their farms and has yielded very little benefits for farm workers. This

programme has therefore not resulted in the fundamental transformation of the

agrarian structure. SPP is engaging with the other organisations such as the Witzenberg

Advice and Development Centre and the Human Rights Commission to surface the

multiple challenges with these equity schemes.

Farm worker, dweller & migrant forum and the Citrusdal Advice Office
fulfilling a mentoring role

The Farm worker, dweller & migrant forum grew exponentially which led to the

establishment of the Citrusdal Advice Office (CAO). The CAO assists farm workers,

dwellers and migrants with legal advice and represents them in labour-related matters.

The CAO also applies for funding in their own name as they are a registered entity.

Further, SPP has been able to facilitate the CFF to support farm workers’ forums in

Northern Cape towns of Vioolsdrift, Rooiwal, Goodhouse and Middelpos. In the last

semester of 2017 the Citrusdal Farm worker, -dweller and migrant forum submitted

16 cases to the CCMA of which seven (7) are still in progress, three (3) were withdrawn,

four (4) were settled and two (2) were referred for arbitration. One of the main

challenges at the CCMA is the issue regarding representation by non-trade unions.

The battle around representation is a matter that has been taken up by the Casual

Workers Advice Office and is still ongoing. Although the Labour Court amended Rule

25 of the CCMA proceedings there are still no clear guidelines of how labour

commissioners should be handling labour disputes. In addition to this, 17 cases were

reported to the Department of Labour (Unemployment Insurance Fund -UIF, wages

that are not in compliance with the law, etc.). Furthermore, four (4) farm workers

were reinstated after being dismissed unfairly. In total 91 people made general

enquiries at the office. These enquiries range from legislation to provident funds,

electricity and rent, estates, bursaries, consumer issues, etc.
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Efforts made towards
transforming of the
forestry sector

Transformation within the forestry sector is

seen as a mechanism for crucial change within

the Western Cape which can assist in remedying

some of injustices of colonialism and apartheid.

However, the process of transformation within

forestry communities has been extremely slow

given that there is no suitable land reform

mechanism in place. Some plantation-land and

land that forestry dwellers reside on in the

Western Cape, have been placed on an open

tendering system either for replanting of timber

trees or township establishment (a process of

demarcating an area as a township within a

municipality). Other land portions are being

handed over or returned to the Department of

Public Works (DPW). The local communities

have not been consulted in any of these

processes.

Forestry Community Forum

The Forestry Community Forum (FCF), consisting

of 13 affiliated forestry communities in the

Western Cape, played a crucial role in

establishing the Western Cape Forestry Sector

Forum (WCFSF). SPP supported the FCF in

planning and the selection of delegates who

can render effective representation. The WCFSF

is made up of stakeholders with an interest in

forestry, including government, private sector

industry, civil society, regional forestry sector

forums and forestry communities. Given its

wide representation, the FCF place much belief

in the new structure which resulted in the local

forums not being effective and very dependent

on the WCFSF. This challenge will be further

addressed in 2018.

Given the issues arising within the forestry

sector, the joining of forces and expansion of

networks are essential. SPP attended a Portfolio

Committee Meeting in the Southern Cape, with

representatives of the forestry communities, to

listen to the issues of the communities and to

discuss amendments to the National Forestry

Bill. This engagement informed the discussion

with the Support Centre for Land Change (SCLC)

to find ways to work together more effectively.

It was agreed that NGO’S should place more

attention on local structures, building the

capacity of the youth, and work with those who

are active and build their activism through

political schools. SPP is in the process of entering

a Memorandum of Understanding with the

Western Cape Forestry Sector Forum to identify

what the different roles and expectations are

so as to work more effectively in addressing the

needs of the forestry communities.              .
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Hawequa community organising for land transfer

The Hawequa Forestry Community met with the Drakenstein Municipality, the

Mountain to Oceans (MTO) Forestry Company and Cape Nature in August 2017

to discuss the developments around the transfer of land to Department of Public

Works (DPW). The community fears that service delivery will worsen under the

DPW. The Drakenstein Municipality indicated that it does not have the resources

to service the Hawequa Forestry Community. A further concern is that many

private companies and farmers have declared their interest in acquiring the

Hawequa plantation.

The Hawequa community came together in October 2017 to discuss their concerns.

SPP, together with Hawequa community, sent a letter to the Minister of Agriculture,

Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) and Cape Nature requesting that all matters concerning

Hawequa be placed on hold to allow for further engagement. There has been no

feedback to date, but there has also not been further action with regards to the

hand-over process. SPP will facilitate a visioning workshop and an exchange to a

similar community such as Algeria in the Western Cape to learn from their

experience. This will assist them to have a holistic approach with respect to their

demands and engagement with the relevant stakeholders and role players. SPP is

also approaching other legal institutions such as LRC to support the community.

Maasdorp community organising for economic development
opportunities

The Maasdorp Forestry Community is facing what is termed “township

establishment” through a service agreement entered into between the DPW and

the Stellenbosch Municipality in 2007. The community was not consulted in this.

The Maasdorp residents have received high water bills from the municipality and

did not understand why the municipality was demanding payment. Furthermore,

they were not aware of the shift in the service provider being the Stellenbosch

Municipality. Although many meetings were held with the municipality with

regards to high water bills, there is, as yet, no resolution of the matter.           .

Currently the community is in the process of partnering with a tourism group to

help them market Maasdorp for tourism purposes in order to boost economic

opportunities in the community and to prevent the municipality from going ahead

with the township development. SPP will also facilitate a visioning workshop with

Maasdorp residents to explore how local members can be the key drivers in the

partnership. However, security of tenure remains the primary focus of our work

with the community.

Building youth activism in forestry communities

SPP conducted popular education sessions with young people who reside on and

in forestry communities in order to increase understanding of tenure security,

social and economic challenges, and the history of colonialism and apartheid. The

participants felt that in order to increase their understanding of their current

situation, it is necessary for them to engage in research on the migrant labour

system, democracy, the transition in South Africa and industrialisation. It is also

important that this knowledge is shared within the platform and the community

at large. This would contribute towards building the capacity and activism of youth

in forestry communities.
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New Board member

We welcomed Dr. Asanda Benya to the Board of SPP. She is currently a sociology

lecturer at University of Cape Town. Her work on the experiences of women working

in the Lonmin Mine in Marikana has received several accolades. SPP will greatly

benefit from her extensive knowledge and perspectives.

New CEO

A key moment was the resignation of the organisation’s long-serving director,

Herschelle Milford on 30 June 2017. Harry May, one of the managers acted as CEO

for one month after which Vanessa Ludwig was appointed as new CEO from

1 August 2017. She resigned in March 2018.

Staff as at December 2017

Working with youth (interns) provided the building blocks for taking the youth

activist program forward. Internships provide an important tool for building young

people’s capacity. During the past six months SPP hosted 12 interns, of which seven

(7) were from local surrounding communities. The interns not only assisted the

organisation with programme implementation, but also attended a number of events

including a workshop on “feminism and social media” aimed at advancing online

activism.

The Youth Activist Programme was driven by the youth and has gained substantial

momentum during the previous review period. The youth programme complemented

the work of the FSC and a number of youth formations are active in the communities

where we work and are flying the flag for agrarian transformation for food sovereignty.

Audit and annual report

Our organizational audit for 2016 and annual report 2016 was formally adopted at

our Annual General Meeting (AGM) in June 2017.

Monitoring & Evaluation

The ManCom met on a monthly basis or as the need arose and the Board of Directors

met once per quarter to review our work and ensure that we are meeting our

strategic objectives. SPP’s monitoring and evaluation (M & E) mechanism includes

monthly reports from field staff and monthly management committee (Mancom)

meetings where we assess whether our actions are achieving desired results. Quarterly

reports are also submitted to the Board of Directors which includes a programmatic

overview report to flag any issues for further discussion.

organisational governance and management
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2 2
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1 2
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0 3
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ROLE IN ORGANISATION

Management

Development facilitators

Research & information support staff

Administrators (two offices)

Bookkeeper

Part-time cleaning staff

Volunteers / Interns



Donor engagement

SPP hosted a number of donor visits in the latter

part of the semester. The feedback has been

constructive and positive and we look forward to

continuing our partnerships in bringing about a

transformed agrarian landscape.

Reflection and review spaces

The mid-term and year-end reviews afford an

opportunity for staff and interns to reflect on

whether we are achieving desired outcomes and

to review our impact with respect to agrarian

transformation in general. In preparation for these

reviews all field staff are required to prepare a case

study, story of change, and gender disaggregated

data. This discussion informs our work in the next

period.

Writing workshop to support staff
development

A three day writing workshop preceded the mid-

year review and was facilitated by Gladys Ryan, an

external consultant. Three tools were covered -

Free Writing, Audience Analysis and Clustering. The

overall feedback was that they were now able to

structure their writing better. Six case studies and

six stories of significant change have been produced

by programme staff during the last semester.
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July 2017 mid-year review

The July 2017 mid-year review focused on various themes: Rural transformation

and what it means for the civil society facilitated by Tshintsha Amakhaya National

Coordinator; Gender: Women, work and the current crises and strategies facilitated

by Dr. Asanda Benya and the importance of Personal Wellness facilitated by the

Wellness Foundation.

Key points from the discussions were: the need to understand the current socio-

political context through activism and artivism; more vigorous intention to address

patriarchy and other forms of discrimination within the formations we work with; greater

emphasis on strengthening social organizations, collective action and the tools of

conversation and dialogue.

We reflected on the need for continually learning from own experiences as well as

from others through horizontal relationships, which help us to adapt in a volatile

and ever changing context.

The discussion on the research done of the experiences of women working in mines,

highlighted the importance of understanding the intersections; that discrimination

and exploitation are gendered; how power is distributed and how it enables the ways

of exploitation, especially for women; the multiple crises of capitalism and its results

of inequalities and poverty; which operates in gendered and racial ways. Therefore,

the work that is carried out by SPP with women must be unpacked in order to

understand the gender dynamics within.
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contributions were invaluable. You challenged us with your novel ideas and innovations.

Artivism took on a totally new meaning as you shared and integrated your creative

talents into the activism and mobilisation efforts.

The SPP Board and Management were tasked with managing a transition process

given the resignation of the CEO, with the entry of the new CEO. The impact of

change is often underestimated but the staff team embraced the change and despite

challenges were able to conclude 2017 with a renewed belief in the vision and intent

of SPP and our community partners. A warm thank you to Vanessa for bringing in

new perspectives and ideas which the organisation can now build on.         .
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SURPLUS PEOPLE PROJECT NPC (RF) 1995/012055/08

(Association Incorporated under Section 21 of the Companies Act)

NPO number - 024-864/NPO   PBO 930009073

Financial Statement for the year ended 31 December 2017

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Figures in Rand

Revenue

Operating Expenses

Operating (deficit)

Interest received

Deficit for the year

Other comprehensive income

Total comprehensive deficit

2017

7 711 412

(8 386 344)

(674 932)

165 369

(509 563)

-

(509 563)

2016

R

9 636 443

(10 094 425)

(457 982)

186 182

(271 800)

-

(271 800)

SURPLUS PEOPLE PROJECT NPC (RF) 1995/012055/08

(Association Incorporated under Section 21 of the Companies Act)

NPO number - 024-864/NPO     PBO 930009073

Financial Statement for the year ended 31 December 2017

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUNDS

Figures in Rand

Balance at 01 January 2016

Change in funds

Total comprehensive (deficit) for the year

Total changes

Balance at 01 January 2017

Change in funds

Total comprehensive (deficit) for the year

Total changes

Balance at 31 December 2017

Accumulated
surplus

R

Total

R

4 423 710

(271 800)

(271 800)

4 151 910

(509 563)

(509 563)

3 642 347

4 423 710

(271 800)

(271 800)

4 151 910

(509 563)

(509 563)

3 642 347

abridged audited
financial statements
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SURPLUS PEOPLE PROJECT NPC (RF) 1995/012055/08

(Association Incorporated under Section 21 of the Companies Act)

NPO number - 024-864/NPO     PBO 930009073

Financial Statement for the year ended 31 December 2017

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Figures in Rand

Assets

Non-Current Assets

Property, plant and equipment

Current Assets

Accounts receivable

Cash and cash equivalents

Total Assets

Funds and Liabilities

Accumulated surplus

Current Liabilities

Accounts and other payables

Leave provision

Total Liabilities

Total Funds and Liabilities

2017

386 941

386 941

91 776

3 407 709

3 499 485

3 886 426

3 642 347

3 642 347

14 127

229 952

244 079

3 886 426

2016

R

413 292

413 292

107 500

3 985 738

4 093 238

4 506 530

4 151 910

4 151 910

80 338

274 282

354 620

4 506 530
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The momentum and progress of our work is

frequently driven by communities themselves as

communities have their own realities and contexts,

which have to be taken into consideration. The

continuing drought and its concomitant issues

often mean that the pace of work is slower as

people concentrate on survival. This is particularly

so when organising women as they spend more

time on unpaid care work in situations of scarcity.

If the drought continues into 2018, the impact

on our work will be even greater, and the

organisation will have to spend some time on

developing strategies to mitigate this.           .

As the need for SPP’s support and role expands,

resources will continue to be a challenge. Although

there is much optimism with the change in

leadership in the ruling party, there does not

seem to be an end to South Africa’s economic

challenges with prices of commodities increasing,

unemployment (especially amongst young people

and women) at very high levels and poverty rates

on the rise. This will require that we rethink our

current approaches, particularly with regard to

women, young people and other marginalised

groups who are rendered more vulnerable in an

ailing economic climate.
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Africa Groups of Sweden (AGS)

Bread for the World (formerly Evangelischer Entwicklungsdienst - EED)

Comité Catholique Contre La Faim Et Pour Développement (CCFD-Terre Solidaire)

Fastenopfer

Foundation for Human Rights

Tshintsha Amakhaya

National Development Agency (NDA)

Thousand Currents (formerly International Development Exchange  - IDEX)
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